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EXTENDED SUMMARY

This is an extended summary for a full paper to be submitted to Fusion Technology. This
work describes: (a) the motivation for considering fusion in general, and Inertial Fusion
Energy (IFE) in particular, to produce hydrogen fuel powering low-emission vehicles; (b) the
general requirements for any fusion electric plant to produce hydrogen by water electrolysis at
costs competitive with present consumer gasoline fuel costs per passenger mile, for advanced
car architectures meeting President Clinton's 80 mpg advanced car goal, and (c) a
comparative economic analysis for the potential cost of electricity (CoE) and corresponding
cost of hydrogen (Coil) from a variety of multi-unit IFE plants with one to eight target
chambers sharing a common driver and target fab facility. Cases with either heavy-ion or
diode-pumped, solid-state laser drivers are considered, with "conventional" indirect drive
target gains versus "advanced, e.g. Fast Ignitor t_)" direct drive gain assumptions, and with
conventional steam balance-of-plant (BOP) versus advanced MHD t2) plus steam combined
cycle BoP, to contrast the potential economics under "conventional" and "advanced" IFE
assumptions, re3pectively.

Motivation: Why fusion for hydrogen fuels production?

There are both programmatic as well as technical reasons to investigate the utility of
IFE for hydrogen fuel production as well as for electricity alone. If a technical and economic
case for fusion-derived hydrogen fuel could be made, current fusion development budgets
could be better justified by the national need to reduce foreign oil imports, reduce the US
trade deficit, and improve urban air quality. Any inexhaustible future source of electricity
(fission, fusion, and solar) can also be a renewable source of hydrogen, through electrolysis of
water. Hydrogen can also be produced by thermochemical cycles_31that use high temperature
fusion heat directly, but thermal-to-electricity conversion at 40 % efficiency, followed by
electrolysis at 80% efficiency, is a conservative choice taken in this study to insure complete
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tritium isolation from the hydrogen fuel product. In this case, competitive hydrogen from
fusion would require a fusion electric plant to provide the lowest CoE as well as lowest Coll.

Hydrogen is an ideal future replacement fuel for near-zero emission vehicles that could
be powered either by optimized internal combustion (IC) engines _4),or by fuel cells, at twice

the efficiency of _asoline IC engines. World reserves of oil and gas will be largely depleted in
40 and 60 years , respectively, a time scale consistent with the possible development of
fusion, particularly, IFE. Hydrogen by electrolysis at today's average electricity cost of
5 cts/kWehr is currently 2 to 3 times more expensive than hydrogen now produced by natural
gas reforming, so the cost of electricity (CoE) must be reduced significantly to promote use of
electrolytic hydrogen for transportation while meeting current consumer fuel costs per
passenger mile, even accounting for more efficient hydrogen engines or fuel cells.

Electrolytic hydrogen fuel plants, of energy scale size (10 Gwe) equivalent to modem
200,000 bbl/day oil refineries, would be appropriate to meet the larger market size for
transportation fuel replacement. Replacing US foreign oil imports (8 million bbl/day) with
electrolytic hydrogen would require 400 GWe additional electric power generation, consisting
of 40 such plants geographically distributed similar to existing oil refinery clusters to serve the
same markets. Clusters of such plants, interconnected with new hydrogen pipelines of
moderate (less than 200 mile average length), would buffer scheduled and unscheduled
outages just as well as refinery outages that are tolerated today.

Exploitation of fusion economy-of-scale economics for large plants, together with the
inherently low cost of deuterium and lithium fusion fuel compared to fossil or fission fuel, may
allow fusion to achieve the lower CoE required (2.3 to 3 cts/kWehr) for competitive hydrogen
fuel production. In particular, multi-unit IFE plants sharing common driver and target fab
facilities is an old idea_6)to lower CoE for IFE, and this study further extends this particularly
strong IFE economy-of-scale architecture to show how IFE could ultimately beat fission and
fossil plant CoE at the 10 Gwe plant scale appropriate for transportation fuel production.

Requirements for competitive IFE production of hydrogen fuel

The "energy pathway" methodology of the National Hydrogen Program Plan17)by
DOE and the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) was used in this work to
determine the allowed total capital cost for any generic fusion electricity/hydrogen plant which
could support the same number of hydrogen-powered vehicles as one modern oil refinery of
200,000 bbl/day capacity supports in gasoline-powered cars, at the same consumer fuel cost
and equal taxes per passenger mile. The comparison was made on the conservative basis of
hybrid car architectures (small IC engines driving generators with intermediate energy
storage) for both gasoline and hydrogen cars, to properly credit fuel efficiency advances for
the gasoline pathway also. If electric-battery-powered cars were assumed, the oil-to-
electricity-to-battery car pathway would nearly preserve overall efficiency, while the fusion "
pathway would improve significantly due to elimination of the electrolysis and hydrogen
distribution/compression losses. Equal taxes were assumed for both fuels, and no hydrogen
subsidy was assumed, although there would be some likely credit for the substantial
environmental benefits of using hydrogen.



The results of this "refinery" benchmark shows that a fusion electric plant of 10 GWe
capacity (if operated at 75% average capacity factor), would be needed to support an equal
number of cars as one 200,000 bbl/day oil refinery, and that the total fusion plant capital cost
would have to be less than 15 B$ (constant FY93 dollars), with 12.5 B$ allocated to the

• electric plant portion, to meet the same end-use fuel cost per passenger mile as the oil-
gasoline pathway. This is a sufficient allowance that driver costs of 1 B$ (0.5 B$ direct

. capital) would still be less than 10% of the total plant. Essentially, the -- 1 B$/yr crude oil
imports paid in the present oil-gasoline pathway, would go to pay the cost of capital and
operating expenses of the higher capital cost pathway for fusion hydrogen, which has much
smaller primary fuel costs to produce the fusion energy.

Summary findings of the comparative economic analysis

The driver energy and repetition rate for each of the various multi-unit IFE cases
described above were optimized for minimum CoE and Coil using the IFEFUEL systems
codeCs).Heavy-ion driver and target chamber costs were benchmarked with the OSIRIS
studytg),and the diode-pumped, solid-state laser driver was benchmarked with the DPSSLIFE
study_1°).Reasonable allowances were made for target costs as per John Woodworth c_), for
beam switchyard costs, and for driver cooling and power conditioning varying with repetition
rate and number of target chambers driven by one driver. Unit cost reductions for multi-unit
plants were based on guidelines suggested by Delene tin. A similar analysis for the all-liquid
wall HYLIFE-II concept 1_3_is in progress, which is expected to result in lower CoE due to
reduced target chamber component replacement, and a higher plant operating capacity factor.

The major finding of the study is that a conventional IFE plant with one heavy-ion
driver for eight target chambers, assuming conventional indirect drive target fusion gains,
conventional steam BoP and water electrolysers, can, under the following assumptions, meet
the competitive refinery benchmark capital allowance of 15 B$ total capital, at 10 Gwe total
plant output, and 8 $/GJ Coll. As other recent IFE studies, this model predicts a single unit
IFE CoE of 6 cents/kWehr at 1 Gwe size, higher than for future fission t_4_(4.3 cents/kWehr)
at the same size. However, because of a stronger economy-of-scale, CoE for multi-unit IFE

plants drop below multi-unit fission plants at 10 Gwe plant size, down to 2.7 cents/kWehr,
due to smaller percentage of driver costs, and lower fuel costs. If advanced target gains and
MHD/steam BoP are assumed, competitive hydrogen fuel production could be achieved with
a smaller total plant output of 2.4 Gwe. However, this latter advanced IFE case must be
considered more speculative compared to the first conventional IFE case. The advanced target
assumption benefits smaller plants most; advanced BoP would benefit larger plants more.

Several critical IFE developments are essential for success of the above results:
1. Laboratory ignition must be demonstrated in the US National Ignition Facility, and higher

' gain targets (_100) must be developed for multi-unit IFE plants at less than 10 MJ driver
energy requirement.

, 2. Reliable (>95% availability) drivers for multi-unit plants must be capable of higher
repetition rates of 20 Hz, for a combination of driver efficiency, total cost per joule, and
compatible target gain sufficient to limit driver total capital cost to less than 2B$.



3. Target chambers and compatible targets must be developed with an illumination geometry
simple enough to permit a practical and affordable multi-unit beam switchyard and final
focus system for less than 100 M$ per target chamber.

4. Target chambers with mostly-renewable fluid walls, such as CASCADEtls),OSIRIS (9), and
HYLIFE-II t13),are essential for IFE maintenance and materials replacement costs to be •
much lower than future fission fuel and waste charges (which is required for IFE to beat
fiJture fission CoE, even with low percentage driver costs). ,

5. Injectable, mass-produced targets must be developed with recoverable and recyclable
materials, for costs serving a multi-unit IFE plant of less than 30 cents/target.
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